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Premio
Umbrellas
New: Phottix Premio Umbrellas
Phottix is proud to announce its new series of Phottix Premio Parabolic umbrellas.
Replacing the Phottix “Para-Pro” range – the Premio series features innovative enhancements that continue to make these a premium and
durable go-to lighting modifier.
The locking mechanism is a completely new design, making these umbrellas stronge and easier-to-use. After much research and testing the
Premio series were created as a deeper umbrella with more flexibility – fitting the workflow and style of any photographer.

The Premio Umbrella series “Shoot-Through”
2 models with 85cm/33” (PH85382) and 120cm/47” (PH85383) sizes.
These umbrellas feature heavy-duty construction, made with fiberglass spokes for cleaner catch-lights and enhanced durability that will
stand up to the rigors of on location work as well as in the studio. A black, reflective backing (sold separately) is available for the shootthrough models, helping to better control light spill, as well as putting up to 2 stops more light on the target
What’s Included:
· Phottix Premio Shoot-Through Umbrella
· Carrying Bag

PH85382
Umbrella ShootThru PREMIO 85cm
Fibreglass spokes

PH85383
Umbrella ShootThru PREMIO 120cm
Fibreglass spokes

Black & reflective backing (only) for the shoot-through models
85cm/33” (PH85385) and 120cm/47” (PH85386) sizes.
Control light spill, as well as putting up to 2 stops more light on target
What’s Included:

Name:

Backing only
PH85385
Backing 85cm PREMIO Shoot Thru
Signature:
BLACK for Shoot Thru Premio
Umbrella and Backing sold separately.
Umbrella backing is reflective

Store Name:
Enquiries

Delivery Address:

P: 1300 123 325 E: support@adeal.com.au W: adeal.com.au

Normal terms and conditions apply. Adeal reserves the right to correct any printed errors (E&OE) without prior notice.

Backing only
PH85386
Backing 120cm PREMIO ShootThru
Purchase Order #
Delivery Date:
BLACK for Shoot Thru Premio
Umbrella backing is reflective
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· Phottix Premio Black Backing
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The Premio Umbrella series “Reflective”
2 models with 85cm/33” (PH85372) and 120cm/47” (PH85373) sizes.
The umbrellas feature heavy-duty construction, made with fiberglass spokes for cleaner catch-lights and enhanced durability that will stand
up to the rigors of on location work as well as in the studio. White diffusers are available (sold separately) for the Phottix Premio reflective
models - easily turning them into a large Softbox.
What’s included:
· Phottix Premio Reflective Umbrella
· Carrying Bag

PH85372
Umbrella Reflect PREMIO 85cm
Silver inside Black outside
White fibreglass spokes

PH85373
Umbrella Reflect PREMIO 120cm
Silver inside Black outside
White fibreglass spokes

White Diffuser (only) for the new Premio series reflective umbrella models
85cm/33” (PH85375) and 120cm/47” (PH85376) sizes.
Turn your Premio Reflective Umbrella into a large Softbox - quickly and easily.
What’s included:

Umbrella and Diffuser sold separately.

Name:

Signature:

Store Name:
Enquiries

Diffuser only
PH85375
Diffuser 85cm PREMIO Reflect White
for Reflective Premio Umbrella

Diffuser only
PH85376
Diffuser 120cm PREMIO Reflect White
for Reflective Premio Umbrella

Purchase Order #

Delivery Address:

P: 1300 123 325 E: support@adeal.com.au W: adeal.com.au

Normal terms and conditions apply. Adeal reserves the right to correct any printed errors (E&OE) without prior notice.

Delivery Date:
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· Phottix Premio White Diffuser

